Directions to the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS Division Engineering of Adaptive Systems EAS

Fraunhofer IIS/EAS, Zeunerstraße 38, 01069 Dresden, Phone +49 351 4640-701

By Bus and Train
- Arrival at the Dresden Main Train Station and continue by taxi 2 km (about 5 minutes) or
- Continue by bus line 66 toward Gittersee - Coschütz or Mockritz or take bus line 360 Dresden - Possendorf - Dippoldiswalde to the Mommsenstrasse stop

By Car
From the autobahn
- Autobahn A4 interchange Dresden-West, exit to the A17 toward Pirna
- Approx. 12.4 km to the junction Dresden-Südvorstadt (southern suburbs)
- Take B170/E55 toward Dresden-Zentrum (city center)
- Drive approx. 2.8 km on Innsbrucker Strasse and Bergstrasse. At the intersection Bergstrasse/Zeunerstrasse, turn right onto Zeunerstrasse and stop at the turnaround loop.
- Parking space information available at the institute reception

From the city center
- From St. Petersburger Straße to Fritz-Foerster-Platz, turn onto Bergstrasse, heading toward autobahn A17
- Continue approx. 350 m, passing under the pedestrian bridge, and turn left toward Haeckelstrasse at the first traffic light
- Follow Haeckelstrasse for approx. 230 m, then turn right at the second intersection
- At the end of Hempelstrasse, turn left
- Drive 90 m on Zeunerstrasse to the turnaround loop, parking space information at the institute reception

By Airplane
- Arrival at Dresden airport and continue by taxi 15 km (about 20 minutes) or
- Continue with rental car, take ramp onto autobahn A4 toward Chemnitz, continue until autobahn interchange Dresden-West, about 20 minutes (see arrival by car above for further directions) or
- Continue by S-Bahn (commuter train, basement level at the airport) toward the Main Train Station, about 25 minutes, see arrival by train above for further directions